Ne~experimental results on muon-catalyzed d-t fusion are reported. Unexpected target-density effects have been discovered both in dt p, molecular formation in t p, + 02 collisions and in the effective sticking probability. The dt p. formation rate is significantly enhanced at high density, presumably because of a strong three-body contribution. 
Ne~experimental results on muon-catalyzed d-t fusion are reported. Unexpected target-density effects have been discovered both in dt p, molecular formation in t p, + 02 collisions and in the effective sticking probability. The dt p. formation rate is significantly enhanced at high density, presumably because of a strong three-body contribution. The origin of the observed reduction of the sticking probability at high density remains unclear. Both effects increase the number of fusions per muon that can be achieved; 150+ 4(stat. ) + 20(syst. ) fusions The product q~, Cd is the probability that the muon reaches the d p, ground state; q"will deviate from unity both because of muon transfer to t from excited states of dp, , and because the initial atomic capture ratio might differ somewhat from the ratio Cz/C, .
At the time of the present experiment the only predicted source of @ dependence was the factor q&, .
However, Fig. 2 shows clearly that, contrary to expectation, the @ dependence is least at small C, where the first term of Eq. (1) (1) is complicated by the possibility that qt, may depend on both C, and P, and requires further assumptions.
Our procedure is first to estimate Xz, " from the high-C, data and A. q, /qt, from the low-C, data, and then to use these values as the starting point for a global fit. ' from the dp, and tp, ground states, and AH, is the probability for initial capture by He. cu, '" is then the effective The solid line is a fit to the data (see Table 1 ).
sticking probability for the dttI, fusion reaction.
It follows from Eq. (2) Teor. Fiz. 80, 1700 
